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LEVEL-UP… 

… & ACE SPECIAL BULLETIN 

Guys, I did it. I finally achieved something that I thought 

only really sophisticated, accomplished people did in 

their careers. I got my own headshots. I officially joined 

the ranks of those professional folks on LinkedIn who 

look all put together and adult-like. Granted I took them 

myself in my apartment on a “tripod” I made with my PE 

text books, but still...I feel I can finally say I made it.  

This is what I call my version of a “level-up” in my career.  

Like in a video game, a level-up is the next move in your 

career that you have reached. Ok so maybe the actual 

photo or the taking of the photo isn’t the real substantial 

level-up that I experienced in the past few years. But I believe it represents my over-all pro-

fessional accomplishments recently. For me the headshot is the simple (and visual) thing that 

I can point to as the time in my life where I felt a huge move forward and earned something 

for myself in my career.  This quarter’s newsletter is dedicated to the “level-up” theme with 

some exceptional articles from the officers of the YPAC on career progression, continued edu-

cation and more.  

Additionally, since the A&WMA 2017 Annual Conference and Exhibition is a few weeks earlier 

this year, our newsletter is taking some space to promote the events that you definitely don’t 

want to miss. For more information about ACE 2017 CLICK HERE and also keep reading. 

Letter from the Editor, Laura Cremer 

If engineering doesn’t work out I could have 

my picture taken  professionally right? 

http://www.awma.org/ace2017
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M A K E  Y O U R  M O V E  

Message from YPAC Chair, Jen Cowman Moore 

C O N T I N U E D  O N  N E X T  P A G E . . .  

Our jobs are so much more than just a place we spend a majority of our wak-

ing hours – our job is something we invest a part of ourselves. So it should 

come as no surprise that planning your next career move is important! As you 

progress in your career, it’s critical that to consider what you want to accom-

plish and what makes you feel successful.  

I’ve regularly struggled with long-term career planning. It’s hard for me as a 

young professional to plan what I’m going to be doing next month, let alone 

five years down the road. Five years seems so far away if you’ve only been the 

workforce for a few years! Instead of planning your career five or more years 

out, start small – formulate your career path 18 month – 2 years at a time 

and reevaluate that strategy as things change in your life. You probably don’t 

want to plan to relocate to a new state when you get serious with your signifi-

cant other. You also probably don’t want to take on a new position around the 

same time as you are expecting a baby.  As a YP, it’s a safe bet that you will 

experience at least one major life change before you turn 36. 

   What type of career moves can you make? 

2016—2019 YPAC Chair 

JEN COWMAN MOORE 

 

The Pawn 

Succession Planning 

 

 
Yea, yea, yea – no one wants to be a Pawn. But remember that a 

pawn which makes it to the end of the Chess board gets promot-

ed to another piece of that player’s choice! So think of the Pawn 

as the entry level employee that can transform itself into an ex-

pert. 

  

As more senior employees retire they often leave without passing 

on their 30+ years of knowledge and experience. It can be a 

shrewd career move to become part of a succession plan. Suc-

cession planning includes shadowing an experienced employee 

and learning what they do, how they do it and why. The key is to 

collaborate with the expert and leverage their past experience to 

learn about this area quickly and avoid some of the mistakes they 

may have made in the past. Essentially, you can carve out a niche 

for yourself and become an expert in the field very early in your 

career. Most importantly – you will probably have to ask for this 

opportunity and plan to initiate the process at least a year before 

that expert retires. 

 

The Rook 

Job Change 

 

 
Just as the Rook moves laterally on a Chess board, expect to 

make lateral movements during your career. Not every job change 

comes with increased responsibilities or salary. Some are simply 

a change in your role or specialty. 

  

The environmental field has many specialties that you can ex-

plore, so don’t feel compelled to stick to the same specialty your 

whole career. An environmental professional specializing in air 

quality can transition into roles for other media (like waste man-

agement, wastewater, or stormwater management).  You can also 

change into a role that has a different work product such as regu-

latory analysis, auditing, permitting or field work. While some of 

these role changes may require you to change companies, you 

don’t always have to leave your company to try something new. If 

you want to stay with your employer but serve in another role, 

don’t be afraid to talk to your manager about your interests. Your 

manager cares about your career interests and may be able to 

facilitate the process. If you think you need to look outside of your 

employer, be sure to leverage your professional network to learn 

about new opportunities and what the new disciple requires. 
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…  F R O M  P R E V I O U S  P A G E  

 

 

The Knight 

Career Change 
 

 

The Knight has one of the most unique movements on the Chess 

board – moving in the shape of an “L.” Career changes are also 

quite unique (and sometimes awkward) and move someone over 

a barrier that they were experiencing. 

  

Do any of these statements sound familiar? 

“I’ve been in the same role for a while and it just doesn’t make 

me happy.” 

“I don’t feel that my talents are valued.” 

“I’m not growing professionally anymore.” 

“This position doesn’t allow me to be myself.” 

  

If they do, these are all signs that you may need a career 

change. A career change generally means that you take a com-

pletely new direction in your career. Depending on the job, you 

may need to go back to school to achieve this transition. You will 

need to learn new skills and abilities. Moving into a new field of 

work will take a lot of hard work but lucky for you, the soft skills 

you’ve developed (technical writing and communications, negoti-

ating, problem-solving, etc.) translate to any position you take. 
  

 

 

The Bishop 

Promotion 

 
 

Just as the Bishop can move diagonally across the Chess board, 

an employee can also advance in their career along a specific 

technical track. 

  

If you are looking to move up the technical ladder in your organi-

zation, a promotion is your rung. Ultimately time and challenging 

work will allow you to go from an “environmental engineer” to an 

“environmental specialist” and so on. Expect to work hard and 

do more technically challenging work as you advance. If you feel 

you are ready for a promotion, talk to your manager to make 

sure you agree on what both of you need to do to help you 

achieve the next job grade. This may require you to serve in a 

leadership position outside of your organization (like your local 

A&WMA Section or Chapter) or attain a license or certification 

(i.e. Professional Engineer license). Please be aware that you 

may have to stay at a specific job level for a specific duration 

before you are considered for a promotion – it’s an old school 

mentality that some companies or managers still adhere to. 

  

 

The Queen 

Management 
 

 

 

 

The Queen is the most powerful piece in the game so it’s fitting 

that she symbolize a manager or supervisor. 

  

Becoming a supervisor or manager is not about having power or 

a larger paycheck, it’s about enabling your team to succeed! If 

you like developing a strategy, forming teams, and executing 

that plan, this could be the move for you. You will need to be a 

leader and a coach for your team. You will represent not just 

yourself, but your organization. You will have to balance sched-

ules, cost, quality and staff. Don’t forget that there are less glam-

orous parts like performance reviews, managing budgets, extra 

hours and handling discipline. 

 

The King 

No Move 

 

 
 

 

The King is the most important piece in Chess but it is also the 

least mobile. 

  

While it may not seem like a good idea to stay in the same posi-

tion for a long time, sometimes it’s the best option for you. May-

be you like your current job and don’t want anything to change – 

and that’s OK! If you are assigned interesting and challenging 

work then why leave? Or maybe your personal situations re-

quires you to stay put for a while (e.g. expecting a baby, waiting 

to get vested). Sometimes no move is the right move and only 

you can make that decision. 

Remember that no move is the wrong move. Even if the decision you made doesn’t work out exactly how you 

pictured it, you will learn something from the experience. You will learn about yourself, your profession, and 

what really matters to you! I’m going to leave you with this excerpt from The Magician’s Nephew by C.S. Lewis: 

“Make your choice, adventurous Stranger, 

Strike the bell and bide the danger, 

Or wonder, till it drives you mad, 

What would have followed if you had.” 



G E T T I N G  T O  K N O W …  

. . . L E A H  B L I N N ,  C B & I  
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C O N T I N U E D  O N  N E X T  P A G E . . .  

Questions by Laura Cremer, Communications Committee Chair 

Currently you are a Director for the Association. How and when did you become a Director 

of the Association? 

I became a Director on January 1, 2016.  I had been involved with the Association since 

2005 and had held many local positions with the Allegheny Mountain Section.  I was Chair 

of the Pittsburgh 2014 Oil & Gas Workshop, which turned out to be a success for the Asso-

ciation and its members.  I felt that I could continue to contribute to the entire Association, 

and then-President Dallas Baker asked that I run for the Board in 2015.  I’m glad that our 

membership felt the same way and elected me to the Board. 

What are some of your responsibilities as a Director? 

The Board of Directors meet monthly via phone conference and twice a year for in-person meetings.  We work on 

future planning for the success of the Association from generating ideas for new webinars to updating and exe-

cuting our strategic plan.  I am on the Finance Committee, which also meets monthly to review our finances, plan 

the budget, and look for ways to solidify our finances.  I participate on the Section and Chapters Council and am 

working with a team to update the volunteer documents on the new A&WMA website. 

You’ve been involved with the Association for a while, what has been the most rewarding role, task or objective 

you’ve been part of? 

I really enjoy planning workshops and events – it’s kind of like being a party planner.  I really enjoyed planning 

the 2014 Oil & Gas workshop.  It’s great to see that your hard work turns into a worthwhile program for so many 

participants.  I’m hoping that in a few months, I’ll also feel the same way about ACE 2017. 

You are also the  Vice-Chair for ACE2017. Can you tell us your favorite part about planning ACE? 

It’s great to be involved from the very beginning of planning ACE.  We have an amazing local team and a lot of 

support from headquarters and the Board.  It seemed overwhelming at first, but now with only a few months left 

until ACE 2017, it’s amazing to see all the progress that we’ve made.  I loved the feeling of accomplishment 

when the preliminary program was published, and I’m particularly excited about the Regulatory Forum panel at 

ACE. 

I’m really looking forward to connecting with my friends and colleagues at ACE this year.  I’m hoping to meet 

many new people and get to show off my home city! 

 

Any highlights you would like to point out to YP members in this year’s Technical Program? 

Leah Blinn is a Program 

Manager for CB&I  
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Our Technical Council and its leaders have done a fantastic job for this year’s ACE.  I was able 

to have a very small role in the planning, and it’s amazing how the Council organizes all of the 

abstracts and fits all of these great presentations into one conference. 

I’d like to highlight the Mini-Symposium on Environmental Management in the Energy Sector.  

We’ll have a focus on all of the oil & gas development, especially here in the Pittsburgh re-

gion, as well as fossil-fuel energy sources and waste-to-energy technologies. 

There are a lot of changes going on right now, in particular with the new Administration and environmental regu-

lations.  ACE 2017 will certainly help to shed light on the focus of federal, state and local regulatory authority pri-

orities.  I’m pleased that the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, Allegheny County Health De-

partment, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, and West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection 

(and possibly more state regulatory agencies!) have all agreed to participate in the Regulatory Forum panel. 

What do you see as the value for a YP to attend ACE? 

I’ve been able to work with YPAC and the ACE YP Committee over the past year in planning events and obtaining 

amazing speakers for the YP-focused presentations.  The value of ACE, particularly for YPs, is immeasurable.  

Some of the most important I found were: 

Building my professional network, which has helped me obtain new jobs, gain new work, broaden my perspec-

tives, and make new friends. Increasing my technical knowledge and presenting skills.  The YP-focused presenta-

tions are exceptional. Making me more valuable to my company because of my wide network and enhanced 

technical skills. 

What is your favorite memory from ACE as a YP? 

I’m struggling with giving an appropriate, professional answer and the truth! Professional – Giving presentations 

and being able to answer technical questions during and after the session.  This is the truth from a professional 

perspective. The Truth – Squeezing as many people as possible into the van ride back to the hotel from the YP 

event and after party in Raleigh.  Or dancing at the speakeasy in Long Beach.  Or all the fun had at Pat O’Brien’s 

in New Orleans…I could go on! 

What advice do you have for YPs looking to get involved with the A&WMA and ACE 

Don’t be afraid to ask questions.  The Association is always looking for more volunteers and new ideas and wel-

comes new, young, and veteran professionals alike.  The best way to get involved as a YP is simply to visit the YP 

booth and attend the YP events.  Please look for me and introduce yourself as well.  I’d love to meet you all and 

expand my own network! 

…  F R O M  P R E V I O U S  P A G E  

Does your Section or Chapter have a YP Group?  Would you like to advertise upcoming YP events? Or men-

tion a successful past event? 

We would be happy to advertise your YP events in our upcoming YPAC newsletters.  Please send articles 
with pictures to  Laura Cremer at  lcremer87@gmail.com 
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A C E  2 0 1 7  E V E N T S :  D O N ’ T  M I S S  

T H E  Y P  P R O G R A M  By Lindsay  Rice, YPAC ACE 2017 Liaison Chair 

YP Mentor Breakfast 

Wednesday, June 7th from 8:00am-9:00am 

A now popular staple of ACE, join us for breakfast to kick of YP Day at the 

conference! We will match you with an environmental professional you can 

network with and ask questions! Preregistration is required for this event, but 

there is still time to secure your spot!  

Speed Networking 

Wednesday, June 7th 9:00am-11:00am 

ACE 2017 will be hosting speed networking once again and I highly suggest everyone, no 

matter what stage they are in their careers to attend - Open to students, YPs and profes-

sionals! It truly is a more efficient alternative to the typical random schmoozing/

networking around the coffee urn or wine and cheese mixer because it forces you to get 

to the point, obtain helpful information and meet new people all at the same time!  

 

Career Panel 

Wednesday, June 7th from 11:30am-1:30pm 

We will have a panel of professionals in various fields including consulting, 

industry and more.  Each panelist will give a presentation and then we will 

open it up for a Q&A session! 

 

Technical Sessions 

“How Does It Work”? 

These technical sessions are designed as introductory panel presentations where 

the audience can learn how various industrial processes work from the steel in-

dustry to oil and gas, and power. Different from a college class, these sessions will 

be presented by experienced professionals and will cover the  technologies cur-

rently being used by industry. Whether you are still a student or a young profes-

sional, these sessions will cover a wide variety of information that will be timely and of great relevance for all lev-

els of experience. 

Networking Reception 

Wednesday, June 7th 7:00pm-9:30pm 

Join us for dinner and a drink at the Jerome Bettis Grille Wednesday evening for a great view of the city along the 

river and a great chance to network with professionals! 
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Engaging with Generations Across the Workplace 

Tuesday, June 6 • 11:00 am - 1:15 pm • Ticket required. Cost $50.00  

Kick off the conference by attending the Committee for Professional Develop-

ment of Women luncheon and workshop.  This event, Engaging with Genera-

tions across the Workplace, will be an interactive session. The session will be 

led by Laura Maxwell, Executive Director of the Accelerate Leadership Center at 

the Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University, which focuses on 

equipping MBA students with interpersonal and leadership skills in preparation 

for their post-graduate careers. Laura has over 25 years of experience in man-

agement and consulting with clients in a wide range of industries including 

health care, retail, engineering, finance, and higher education. 

Across these diverse industries, Laura has been closely involved with individual 

contributors and managers of all ages. This first-hand experience has provided her with unique insights into the 

dynamics of a multi-generational workplace. In her current role, Laura, a Baby Boomer, leads a team comprised 

almost entirely of Gen Xers and has a client base of Millennials. 

Engaging with Generations across the Workplace:  Working with professionals from a different generation, 

whether they’re decades younger or significantly older and more experienced, requires a nuanced understand-

ing of generational differences. We will examine the differences and similarities between generations, delineate 

how negative stereotypes prevent mutual understanding, and identify ways to find common ground and make 

the most of each group’s strengths. This highly topical session will help you gain insight into your colleagues 

and enhance your skills in collaborating across the ages. 

The Committee for the Professional Development of Women’s goal is to draw upon the unique perspectives and 

talents of women to further the goals of the Association and to mentor women in the profession.  Everyone is 

encouraged to attend! 

 

A C E  2 0 1 7  E V E N T S :  

W O M E N ’ S  P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  

W O R K S H O P  A N D  L U N C H E O N  

Laura Maxwell, Executive Director of 

Accelerate Leadership Center at the Tepper 

School of Business, Carnegie Mellon  
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Congratulations! Graduation is almost here and soon you will be a young professional. It’s a time of excitement, 

joy, and a little bit of anxiety. We get that. In fact, memories of our college graduation are still freshly etched in 

our minds. It’s a big transition to make, and the question I get the most from recent graduates is this, 

“What is my next move?” 

What is the best way to set myself up for success as an entry-level professional? How do I make the right con-

nections and decisions for my career that will put me ahead of my peers? Who do I turn to for advice when it 

seems like I’ve hit a wall? Luckily for you, A&WMA has these answers as well as a network of over 5,000 profes-

sionals who have all been there and are happy to help. An Association membership unlocks doors and provides 

invaluable access to content like the YP Toolkit that will help provide a roadmap to achieving your goals as an 

environmental professional. And the best part about membership? It’s free for your first year after graduation! 

Consider it a graduation gift from A&WMA. Even if you were not a student member it is still possible to have the 

full benefits of membership which include subscriptions to EM Magazine and the A&WMA Journal; access to the 

members-only career center; and discounted pricing on conference and webinar registration. So what should 

your next move be? For recent graduates, that should be an easy answer. Join A&WMA for free and see what we 

can do for you! 

F R E E  Y E A R  M E M B E R S H I P  F O R  

G R A D U A T I N G  S T U D E N T S !  

LinkedIn Twitter 

Facebook 

Connect with the YPAC and 

other YPs on our media plat-

forms. Click on the logos for 

a direct link to our pages. 

Follow us and we will follow 

back! 

Connect with the YPAC 

By Paul Algu, YPAC Vitality Committee  Chair 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1845134
https://twitter.com/AirWasteYP
https://www.facebook.com/AWMAYP
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E N V I R O N M E N T A L  P R O F E S S I O N A L  

C R E D E N T I A L S   
Have you ever considered how diverse the environmental profession is? YP’s entering the environmental field 

are graduating with degrees in environmental sciences, engineering, biology, ecology, policy, chemistry, geolo-

gy, atmospheric science, coastal management, toxicology, health, conservation and many many more. I didn’t 

research this claim but I truly believe the environmental profession is one if not the most diverse group of indi-

viduals working toward a common goal. We call ourselves Environmental Professionals (EPs).  

Have you also noticed how many certification programs there are available designed to enhance the skill sets 

of EPs? Many YPs fresh out of school are either unaware of these programs or aren’t willing to invest the time 

into developing their skill set to earn one early in their careers. The college degree, while still a great achieve-

ment, has become so much more common these days. The competition is high amongst employers to hire the 

most knowledgeable expert in the field to develop their businesses or ensure their assets are protected. Be-

cause of this it is becoming increasingly more important to differentiate yourself. The majority of experts usual-

ly hold at least one of the well-known certifications.  

So what is an Environmental Professional (EP)? There are a ton of definitions for EPs floating around out there 

on the World Wide Web , many of which dictate who can sign off or participate in environmental decision mak-

ing activities. Many definitions include certifications or license requirements, and varying years of experience.  

For Example: the EPA’s Definition of an Environmental Professional states that an EP is someone who possess-

es sufficient specific education, training, and experience necessary to exercise professional judgment to devel-

op opinions and conclusions regarding conditions indicative of releases or threatened release of hazardous 

substances on, at, in, or to a property, sufficient to meet the objectives and performance factors of the rule. In 

additional they must have a state or tribal certification or license and three years of relevant full time experi-

ence, OR ten years of relevant full time experience, OR five years with a baccalaureate degree or baccalaure-

By Jason Miggett, YPAC Vice-Chair 

Join us at  ACE 2017! CLICK HERE for more information. 

http://www.awma.org/ace2017
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ate degree or higher in science or engineering… 

Oh that’s all? What a mouth full! 

Some of the more known credentials EPs acquire are the 

Professional Engineer’s (P.E.) License; Professional Geolo-

gists (P.G.) License; BCEE (Board Certified Environmental 

Engineer) QEP Credential from IPEP, CEP from NAEP, REP 

from NREP, and CHMM. There are many more credentials 

available including professional auditors, certified waste wa-

ter operators, green building certifiers, asbestos inspectors, 

and so on.  

Do you have to seek out a special environmental credential to truly be an Environmental Professional? Well I’d 

say after a decade of experience in this field the answer is generally no. However, with so many opportunities 

out there to improve your skill set, especially at a young age, it is worth the effort and time to invest in your fu-

ture. Take a little time now to review the options that are available and find one that might fit you best. Ask 

your employer if they would support you working toward achieving it. Those extra letters at the end of many of 

our senior peer’s names do mean something and can help you significantly later in your career. Don’t wait life 

usually does not get easier for us YPs as we age on! 



Y P A C  O F F I C E R S  L I S T  

If you have questions or comments on the YP Connection, or would like to submit articles,  

please send an email with YP Connection in the subject line to lcremer87@gmail.com. 

YPAC Officer Position Chapter Section 

Jen COWMAN MOORE YPAC Chair  N.A. Upper Midwest Section 

Jason MIDGETT YPAC Vice-Chair  N.A. Louisiana Section  

Eric BALBONI   YPAC ACE 2017 Liaison Chair  N.A.  Allegheny Mt. Section  

Lindsay RICE YPAC ACE 2017 Liaison Chair  N.A.  Allegheny Mt. Section  

Jessica MILLER 
YPAC Local Support Committee 

Chair  (2017) 
N.A. Louisiana Section 

Corey MOCKA 
YPAC Professional Development 

Committee Chair  
Research Triangle Park South Atlantic States Section  

Ross LOWE BEARDSLEY 
YPAC Professional Development 

Committee Vice Chair  
N.A. Golden West Section  

Christina AKLY 
YPAC Technical Committee Past 

Chair 
Florida Chapter Florida Southwest  Section 

Abhishek BHAT YPAC Technical Committee Chair Gulf Coast Chapter  Southwest Section 

Laura CREMER 
YPAC Communications Commit-

tee Chair 
N.A. Golden West Section  

Erika CAPONE 
YPAC Communications Commit-

tee Vice Chair 
Gulf Coast Chapter  Southwest Section 

Paul ALGU YPAC Vitality Committee Chair N.A. Louisiana Section 

Brittney DUPRE 
YPAC Vitality Committee Vice 

Chair 
N.A. Louisiana Section 

VACANT YPAC Member-At-Large N.A. N.A 


